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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 01-29-07

07-0105P Criminal Mischief 01/27/07
On this date at approximately 10:39 AM, a USF Student reported that his 1995 Pontiac Grand Am was scratched while it was parked on Level 7 of FPF. Damage is estimated at $200.00. There are no suspects at this time. Officer Young investigated. Case placed on inactive status pending further developments.

07-0106P Trespass Arrest 01/27/07
On this date at approximately 1:10 PM, a non-USF affiliate male was observed in POY (the library). The subject had been trespassed from campus previously, resulting his arrest for trespassing after warning. Officer Young investigated. Cleared with an arrest

07-0111P Grand Theft 01/29/07
On this date at approximately 12:53 PM, a USF Student reported the theft of her purse from a classroom in Davis Hall. The property was valued at $1400.00. There are no suspects at this time. Sergeant Spicuglia / Officer Velez investigated. Case placed on inactive status pending further developments.